
Holiday flights to Spain could
be hit by pilot strikes this
summer

American Airlines announces
largest-ever winter schedule to
the Caribbean and Latin America

Summer Strikes at Europe’s Airports:
What You Need to Know

FOR THE FULL STORY:
https://www.standard.co.uk/news/world/flights-london-spain-
england-uk-pilot-strike-summer-holiday-b1082092.html

The Spanish Union of Airline Pilots (Sepla) is proposing a series
of walkouts this summer amid an ongoing dispute with Spain’s
Ministry of Transport, Mobility and Urban Agenda (MITMA).

With two new routes and expanded frequencies on 21 routes, American
will solidify its position as the leading carrier flying nonstop between the
United States and Mexico, the Caribbean and Latin America.

Heathrow’s security officers plan to strike on numerous summer
weekends, and Italy’s air traffic controllers and public transit
workers have scheduled walkouts. Here’s how strikes could affect
upcoming Europe travel plans.
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FOR THE FULL STORY:
https://www.forbes.com/uk/advisor/travelinsurance/2023/06/07/travel
-latest-news/

FOR THE FULL STORY:
https://www.afar.com/magazine/how-europes-worker-strikes-could-
affect-your-travels
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Europe’s ‘crazy’ tourism
summer has already started.
And it’s going to get much
worse

American Airlines Announces
New Baggage Fee for Select
Fliers

Ancient computers, too few pilots
and air traffic controller shortages.
US air travel could be a rough ride
this summer

According to travel insurance provider Allianz Partners, the
number of Americans traveling to Europe this summer is expected
to soar by 55% over last year’s figures – which were already a
staggering 600% higher than in 2021.

The airline is doing away with free checked baggage on all basic
economy international flights, effective immediately.

Experts are concerned that things might not go smoothly all
summer for a system that has seen many meltdowns in the past
year and appears to be prone to more.
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FOR THE FULL STORY:
https://www.afar.com/magazine/american-airlines-new-baggage-fee-
for-basic-economy

FOR THE FULL STORY:
https://edition.cnn.com/travel/us-aviation-meltdown-fixes-
travel/index.html

FOR THE FULL STORY:
https://edition.cnn.com/travel/travel-europe-crazy-tourism-
summer/index.html
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You Can Now Skip Long
Security Lines for Free at
These Major Europe Airports

The Flight Tracker That Powered
@ElonJet Just Took a Left Turn

There’s a new option for getting past lengthy security lines at
some major Europe airports—and it’s absolutely free.

A MAJOR INDEPENDENT flight tracking platform, which has made
enemies of the Saudi royal family and Elon Musk, has been sold to a
subsidiary of a private equity firm. And its users are furious.

FOR THE FULL STORY:
https://www.wired.com/story/ads-b-exchange-jetnet-sale/

FOR THE FULL STORY:
https://www.afar.com/magazine/at-these-europe-airports-you-
can-skip-security-lines
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